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Over the past eighteen months, we’ve discussed design patent infringement, use of broken lines, indefiniteness, preliminary injunctions, functionality, and other issues as well. Before addressing any new subject in detail, this month we provide some case related updates and practice tips on these past issues.

**DESIGN PATENT INFRINGEMENT**

In Hall v. Bed Bath & Beyond, Inc., a case involving a “tote towel” design, the Federal Circuit reaffirmed that there are no special pleading requirements for design patent infringement. The district court granted the defendant’s motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief could be granted because the complaint did not state what was “new, original and ornamental” about the patented design. In effect, the district court believed the complaint should describe points of novelty over the prior art and contain a claim construction of the design patent that identified ornamental and functional features.

The Federal Circuit disagreed and reversed, stating that the Federal Rules and case law do not require a description of points of novelty or a claim construction in the complaint. Rather, Federal Rule of Civil procedure 8(a)(2) requires only “a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief” in order to “give the defendant fair notice of what the ... claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.”

“Points of novelty” are not required in the complaint because design patent infringement is based on the design as a whole. Indeed, the Federal Circuit expressly abandoned the “point of novelty” test in Egyptian Goddess v. Swisa. Further, the test for design patent infringement (the ordinary observer test) applies even when the patented design incorporates numerous functional elements. It was enough in this case that the complaint identified the patent, showed the patented design, and described the accused towel as being “virtually identical in design” to the patented design (with a description of identical dimensions and design features).

Practice Pointer on Pleadings: As discussed in previous columns on design patent infringement, an open issue is whether the design patent infringement test is to be conducted side-by-side or in the context of actual purchasing logistics where the designs usually are not viewed side-by-side. Federal Circuit case law mentions a side-by-side comparison, but the Gorham v. White case from the Supreme Court can be interpreted otherwise. Side-by-side comparisons typically are performed in utility patent cases and frequently are done in design patent cases as well.

If the patented and accused designs are virtually identical, then it may not make a difference if a side-by-side comparison is used. But when the patented and accused designs have differences, it can.

Since first judicial impressions can be lasting impressions and the Court has a significant role in determining whether the case will survive a motion to dismiss or motion for summary judgment and go to the jury, consider not placing a side-by-side comparison in the complaint or exhibits. Rather, pictorially present the relevant prior art so the complaint reader can get a sense for what the hypothetical ordinary observer is aware of. Then on a different page present the patented design. Several pages later (so there will be a natural time lag) present the accused design. While this presentation method is still artificial and imperfect, it should more closely represent the experience of the ordinary observer when purchasing the relevant article of manufacture.

It is not recommended that the accused design simply be left off the complaint or exhibits. This will give the defendant the first opportunity in the answer to present the patented and accused designs to the Court in a side-by-side comparison where the viewer can carefully study differences in a manner not usually done by the hypothetical ordinary observer.

**DESIGN PATENT INFRINGEMENT - CONSIDERATION OF PRIOR ART**

In Revision Military, Inc. v. Balboa Manufacturing Company, a case involving a design for ballistic protective eyewear, the district court denied a motion for preliminary injunction. The district court performed an infringement analysis without consideration of the prior art because in its view the case was not particularly close. Although the Federal Circuit approved this type of threshold analysis in Egyptian Goddess, this approach appears to be inconsistent with the Gorham ordinary observer test because the ordinary observer by definition is always familiar with the relevant prior art.

The Federal Circuit reversed the district court in this case and emphasized the importance of comparing the patented and accused designs in light of the prior art. With regard to the district court’s conclusion that the case was not close, the Federal Circuit stated “the record suggests otherwise.” This case may be the beginning of recognition by the Federal Circuit that, contrary to language in Egyptian Goddess,
it never is appropriate to make an analysis under the ordinary observer test without reference to the relevant prior art.

**DESIGN PATENT INFRINGEMENT - PROSECUTION HISTORY ESTOPPEL**

In *Pacific Coast Marine Windshields v. Malibu Boats,* a case involving a boat windshield design, the Court granted summary judgment of non-infringement based on prosecution history estoppel. The doctrine of prosecution history estoppel “acts as one check on application of the doctrine of equivalents . . . by precluding a patentee from regaining, through litigation, coverage of subject matter relinquished during prosecution of the application for the patent.” This case demonstrates the danger of failing to prosecute all embodiments cancelled after a restriction requirement.

In *Pacific Coast,* the patentee filed an application with twelve different patent drawings. The examiner determined that the drawings included five patentably distinct designs and required the patentee to select one group for prosecution. The patentee made the selection and ultimately continued prosecution of only two of the five design groups.

The patented windshield design sued upon contains a hatch with four circular vent holes. One of the design groups the patentee did not prosecute contains a hatch with two rectangular vent holes. The accused design contains a hatch with three trapezoidal vent holes.

The district court concluded that by failing to separately prosecute the cancelled embodiment, the patentee put the public on notice that the subject matter was surrendered and dedicated to the public. Although the abandoned design had two rectangular holes and the accused design had three trapezoidal vent holes, the district court found the accused design “still clearly within ‘the territory between the original claim and the amended claim’” and held the patentee estopped from claiming infringement.

**BROKEN LINES**

In *In re Owens,* a case involving a bottle design, the patent office decided that a broken line could not be added in a continuation application to form the boundary of a new portion claim because the broken line constituted new matter. The case is on appeal before the Federal Circuit and was argued on January 9, 2013 by Perry Saidman. The Patent Office is taking the position on appeal that solid lines can be converted to broken lines and vice versa, but that a broken line added after initial filing usually constitutes new matter.

An Amicus brief filed in *In re Owens* makes the point that the Patent Office policy regarding the addition of broken line boundaries is inconsistent. The brief provides examples where the Patent Office has allowed applicants to add new broken line boundaries in a continuation application without objection. In general, the added broken line boundaries considered acceptable are straight broken lines drawn from one solid line to another. Also acceptable was a standard geometric shape, e.g., a circle, where the circle boundary was inferred by other design elements.

This broken line issue is important for patentees trying to use continuation and portion claiming practice to block competitors from copying portions of the patented design. When a design is successful in the marketplace, competitors often try to benefit from the successful design by copying enough of the design to create confusion, but not enough to constitute design patent infringement. This may be done by, for example, copying half or a third of the design and changing the rest.

The patent owner then is left with a potentially difficult design patent infringement case, or if a continuation application is pending, the possibility of prosecuting a portion claim that covers the copied portion of the design. When the drawings in the continuation application contain either solid or broken lines on the intended portion boundaries, the applicant should be able to successfully claim the desired portion (assuming it is not anticipated or rendered obvious by prior art). However, if no solid or broken lines exist on the intended portion boundaries (and if the Patent Office position in *In re Owens* prevails on appeal), then the applicant may not be able to successfully prosecute the desired portion claim.

Practice Tips: If the Federal Circuit allows added broken boundary lines for portion claims, then the task of prosecuting an appropriate portion claim continuation should be relatively easy. However, if added broken lines are generally considered new matter, then the task becomes difficult, if not impossible when the original filing date must be retained due to, e.g., prior art considerations.

Perhaps a way to deal with this issue is to carefully plan ahead when filing the original application. MPEP § 1503.01, II entitled “Description” states in relevant part: “In addition to the figure descriptions, the following types of statements are permissible in the specification: (A) Description of the appearance of portions of the claimed design which are not illustrated in the drawing disclosure. Such a description, if provided, must be in the design application as originally filed, and may not be added by way of amendment after the filing of the application as it would be considered new matter.” (emphasis added).

This language might be interpreted as allowing statements or drawings that describe or illustrate potential portion claims. For example, the applicant might include supplemental drawings that illustrate portions of the design the applicant may desire to prosecute in the future. Alternatively, potential portion claims might be illustrated with broken lines on a drawing of the original claim. Note that broken lines used for environmental structure should not cross or intrude upon the representation of the claimed design as the broken lines may obscure the claimed
design and render the disclosure indefinite.23 If this strategy is attempted, the purpose of the broken lines should be clearly described. The description, illustration, and number of such potential portion claims should be a matter of judgment after careful consideration of the prior art, marketplace, article of manufacture, and potential design around strategies of competitors.

The idea of broken lines to illustrate potential portion claims, taken to its logical extreme, might suggest that every design patent drawing should be overlaid with a grid of narrowly spaced broken lines running vertically, horizontally, and diagonally - which then could allow virtually any future portion claim boundary to be drawn. However, even if such an approach were considered to be permissibly definite, such a strategy may carry a risk. As discussed earlier, the general rule is that if a design is disclosed in the application but not eventually prosecuted, the design becomes dedicated to the public. Under this principle, if a design portion is identified in the application through broken lines or separate drawing, it may become dedicated to the public unless the portion claim is eventually prosecuted. And when a design patent issues without a continuation being filed, the risk is that all identified but non-prosecuted portion claims will become available for competitors to freely copy.

If a design patent application already is on file and the Federal Circuit considers additional broken line boundaries to be impermissible new matter after In re Owens, then portion claiming presents a very difficult challenge. But there still may be a couple of strategies worth trying. First, instead of adding a broken line boundary, simply stop the solid lines where you wish the boundary to exist. For example, if you wish to claim just half a wrench instead of a full wrench, convert the solid wrench handle lines to broken lines at the point you wish the boundary to exist. Conversion of solid lines to broken lines is generally permissible. This arguably will leave an indefinite boundary between the two new solid lines ends. However, when such an indefinite boundary exists between the ends of two solid lines drawn in an original design patent application, the applicant is allowed to add a broken line boundary because the boundary is inferred.25 This technique has been allowed by the Patent Office in the past on continuation applications. 25 Whether the Federal Circuit still will allow such a broken line to be drawn on an inferred boundary created in a continuation application (without the broken line boundary being considered new matter) is presently unknown.

Second, consider creating portion claim boundaries along lines that arguably existed by inference even though the “lines” were not represented by either solid or broken lines in the original drawings filed. For example, boundary lines that reasonably can be inferred due to corners, bends, or other changes in direction of the article profile or configuration.

INDEFINENESS

In Apple, Inc. v. Samsung Electronics Co.,26 the district court rejected Samsung’s arguments that Apple’s design patents were invalid as indefinite. Two important points in the Court’s order are that (1) inconsistencies in drafting techniques such as broken lines, surface shading, and perspective views can be successfully interpreted and construed by the court to avoid indefiniteness and (2) ambiguity in precise position of a design element does not create indefiniteness “as long as any of those [positions] could produce interchangeable visual effects that would appear ‘substantially the same to the ordinary observer.’”27 In other words, a design patent need not specify how a certain shape is created - “it need only provide the visual standard for comparison.”28

PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIONS

In Revision Military, Inc. v. Balboa Manufacturing Company,29 (case discussed above) the district court denied a motion for preliminary injunction. The court used the Second Circuit’s heightened standard of “clear” or “substantial” likelihood of success on the merits because the movant sought to alter rather than maintain the status quo. The Federal Circuit reversed and remanded, stating that because a preliminary injunction involves substantive matters unique to patent law, the applicable standard was the Federal Circuit rule of whether success is more likely than not.

FUNCTIONALITY

In Apple, Inc. v. Samsung Electronics Co.,30 the district court held that Apple’s design patents were not invalid because the appearance of the claimed design was not “dictated by” the use or purpose of the article. In previous columns, we’ve discussed the case split regarding whether design patent functionality is determined by a strict “dictated by” standard, or by a more flexible trade dress-type standard by cost, quality, and “best” design factors are considered as well. The district court in Apple appears to have embraced the stricter “dictated by” standard, at least for an invalidity determination.

Over Samsung’s objection the district court in Apple failed to instruct the jury to factor out functional design elements. The Court stated that under Egyptian Goddess a court may aid a jury by construing the claim and that the claim construction “may, but need not, include listing functional elements that should be factored out of the claimed design.”31 The court further stated in dictum “claim construction is a matter of law for the court,” “[t]he cases do not suggest that this type of claim construction is appropriate when instructing a jury,” and “cases engaging in such explicit filtering analysis generally do so in contexts in which a court then rules directly on infringement, such as summary judgment or a bench trial.”32

Comment: The doctrine of functionality in design patent law is developing. Some open issues are whether claim construction concerning functionality is a question of law or fact, how functionality determinations are to be expressed in claim construction, and how such determinations are to be considered and presented to a jury by instruction or otherwise.

FUNCTIONALITY - INVALIDITY

In Static Control Components, Inc. v. Lexmark International, Inc.,33 the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals34 held a printer cartridge design invalid as functional. The Court found that the cartridge design was dictated by the printer design with which it was compatible, and that the appearance of the printer cartridge was not a matter of concern during the cartridge’s entire existence.

Practice Tip: A design patent may be found invalid as functional when the design configuration must mate with another article of manufacture. Examples are keys and cartridges. When trying to avoid the functionality problem, consider including both mating surfaces in a single design patent and then doing the key or cartridge as a portion claim in a continuation application if a separate patent is desired. If the patent already is in existence, consider making an argument that design patents typically do
not claim specific dimensions of an article. Since the printer is one size and only one size cartridge will fit into it, the design patent should not be held invalid as functional because the patented design does not claim a cartridge of only one specific size.
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